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Reflections: we knew it would become dated
and indeed it has

• Low to middle income transition
• The Shift of the COG of the global economy to the 

east and to Asia
• Climate change – we knew it was coming – now it is 

here
• Awareness dramatically higher now

• Fragmentation and partial dismantling of the Post 
WW II system

• The digital transformation and biomedical and life 
sciences revolution

• Global explosion of science and tech related 
entrepreneurial activity

• The end of a multi-decade period of deflationary 
forces and demand constrained growth to supply 
constrained growth 

Danny Quah



Evolution of Income Inequality:
Top 10% to Bottom 50%



Sustainability Challenge



Top Emitters



Peaks and Growth in CO2 Emissions



The Transitory Mistake

• Supply chain imbalances and bottlenecks
• Pandemic closures
• China Zero-Covid



Transitory Supply Constraints



Secular Supply Conditions

• After 40 plus years of essentially demand constrained growth
• Shift to a supply constrained growth
• Lewis turning point in the global economy
• Aging
• Shocks and Diversification
• Public Debt – in an inflationary rising interest rate period
• Declining productivity trends
• Major sectors resistant to digitally enabled productivity growth
• Geo-political tensions and fragmentation
• Permanent increase in real interest rate
• Asset price reset
• Major shifts in labor market conditions

• Labor shortages
• Industrial concentration and questions about competition



Long Period of Deflation

Over all 2.2%



Structure of Advanced Economy



Supply Constraints and Productivity

• For nontradable, labor productivity per worker went from 92,201 in 1998 to 104,034 in 2019 while labor productivity grew from
99,976 in 1998 to 183,601 in 2019 for tradables, That's a 0.57% and 2.94% average annual growth rate for nontradables and 
tradables, respectively.



The Non-Tradable Sector

• 80% of employment
• Low productivity growth
• Rising real relative costs
• Big employment sectors: government, education, health, traditional retail, hospitality

• 45% to total employment in the US economy – or 56% of nontradable employment
• There is essentially no chance of inclusive growth if these sectors remain productivity 

backwater



Aging, Labor Supply, Dependency Ratios and Demand



Sovereign Debt

Sovereign Debt From GFC 
Through the 
PandemicDebt from GFC 
Through Pandemic



Major Transformations



Solar Costs 



3D Structure of Proteins
DeepMind



Image Recognition



DNA Sequencing



Gene Editing

Emmanuelle Charpentier and Jennifer Doudna



Globalization of Tech Entrepreneurial Activity



Semiconductor Evolution



Digital Transformation

• eCommerce
• Mobile Payments and fintech
• Data as the new collateral
• Secure Digital identity 
• Healthcare and inclusive growth patterns
• Ambient Intelligence



ChatGPT





Generative AI

• Only the first chapter
• Impact: knowledge economy

• In terms of jobs and work, think of it as the WFH universe
• A very large productivity surge

• Some of it (maybe a lot of it) unmeasured
• If the only impact were software/coding, the impact would already be large
• Data and computing power -
• Brynjolfsson et al : 
• Breaking the limited domain constraint
• Powerful digital assistants
• Generative AI operating on text, speech, images, video,  at the same time, that is in an 

integrated way – may lead to breakthroughs in robotics 
• But that is some distance in the future 



Two Stories about Bard:

Inflation

Bengali



Thank you





Slides: in case there are questions about 
aspects of growth in the coming decade.



Short Term Implications

• Declining global growth
• WB cut forecast for 2023 from 3% 

(June) to 1.7% (Jan 2023)
• Within shooting distance of a global 

recession
• Central banks will eliminate the 

demand/supply imbalance
• By reducing aggregate demand 
• Harder than it might seem 

because of “healthy” balance 
sheets

• With little help from the supply 
side

2008-2009 Recession - GFC



Longer Term

• A kind of stagnation or a surge in productivity and other measures of welfare (not 
captured in conventional national income accounting)



Clinicians Workflow

• Clinicians spend up to 35% of their time on medical documentation tasks, taking valuable 
time away from patients. 

• Currently, physicians perform documentation during or after each patient visit. 
• Some providers use medical scribes to alleviate this burden, resulting in 0.17 more 

patients seen per hour and 0.21 more relative value units per patient
• Ambient microphones (with AI) could perform a similar task to that of medical scribes.  



• In one study, researchers trained a deep-learning model on 14,000 h of outpatient audio 
from 90,000 conversations between patients and physicians.

• The model demonstrated a word-level transcription accuracy of 80%, suggesting it may 
be better than the 76% accuracy of medical scribes.

• In terms of clinical utility, one medical provider found that
microphones attached to eyeglasses reduced time spent on 
documentation from 2 h to 15 min and doubled the time spent 
with patients.



Hurdles To Overcome

• Security of data 
• Standards, rules and laws around the management of data
• Privacy is crucial
• “Ownership” is more complicated – and not really the solution
• Data is useful when it is pooled and shared
• Infrastructure (and cost)
• The Jio revolution and digital India
• AI and computing power – for the training of algorithms



Structured and unstructured environments

• This is a big technical challenge
• AI’s perform best (now) in structured environments (factory flow, fulfillment center, 

highways with clear lane markings)
• Kaifu Lee and the gardener. 
• We need breakthroughs in AI and Robotics along with VR and AR in order to automate 

not just routine jobs, but low paying, dangerous, or boring jobs.  
• The promise is higher productivity, improved income equity, and often higher quality of 

delivered services. 



What about jobs?

• Less of a concern in a labor shortage environment
• Incentives for labor saving higher in this new environment
• Skills different and the transitions not easy
• Automation and augmentation

• In the end, automation and mechanization are just augmentation
• Sure, there is “replacement” in specific tasks

• In my view, to pursue both growth and better distributional outcomes, it is crucial to focus 
on productivity in the the low productivity (low paying) sectors.  And on expanding the 
reach of digital technologies to these sectors.



Low Income Countries

• Stabilize the finances and fiscal positions
• External financing and risk reduction for investment

• Climate adaptation and mitigation
• Digital infrastructure:

• And they have to get the service provisions and pricing right.
• The Asian growth model may still work for awhile
• But digital will displace labor intensive manufacturing, removing abundant labor as a 

source of comparative advantage
• The new growth models: have to engage with the rapidly growing trade in services 

sectors.  
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